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NUCLEAR RELAXATION IN NICKEL ALLOYS 

* Boris Chornik 

Inorganic Materials. Research Dfvision, Lawrenc.e Radiation Laboratory 
and Department o~ Physics, University of California 

Berkel~y, California 

ABSTRACT 

Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation of Ni 63 and ~d105 has been measured 
e:---

at liquid helium temperatures.in Ni metal and in a Ni-:-Pd 2 at.% alloy. 

An external magnetic field of 6 kG was applied to saturate the sample, 

eliminating the domain walls, so that relaxation through domain wall 

motion was not present. The r.e~axation. times at 4.2°K were: 

I 0.05 sec· for Ni61 and 0.58 .sec for Pd105 . The Ni relaxation time agrees --well with a th~oretic~ model based on interactions of the nuclear mo-

menta with orbital fluctuations of d-electrons. This model was used to 

derive a density of states at the Fermi: leve~ of 4-d electrons on the 

Pd im:puri ty . . . 12 ( )-1 Its value is 1.1 X 10 states erg atom . From this 

value we estimated the magnetic .moment localized at the Pd atom to be 

0.21 ~· ·.· From bulk magnetization data we conclude then that the Ni 

neighbors nearest to the Pd impurity have an extra moment of 0.025 ]JB. 

* Exchange visitor from Departamento de F{sica, Facultad de Ciencias 

F{sicas y Matematicas, Universida.d de Chile. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The present dissertation is a.p experimental study of a dilute 

Ni-Pd alloy. The experiment reported is a measurement of the nuclear 

spin-lattice relaxation of both the Ni63 and the. Pd105 nuclei at low 

temperatures. 

As an introduction, we wou.l;d like to place this. study· in relation 
. . . . 

to the problem of ferromagnetism in solid st-ate physics, in_order to 

justify the relative importance of our contribution; next, we give a 

brief account of the experiment, and finally, a summary of the contents 

of the following chapters • 

Ferromagnetism in the·. transition metals iron, .cobalt and nickel, is 

not yet completely understood quantitatively. Satisfactory understanding 

will be achieved only when it will be possible to calculate from basic 

theories (quantum mechanics, electrodynamics, etc.) the physical 

properties of the ferromagnetic metals and thus obtain reasonable 

agreement with experimental facts. At the present time, calculations 

generally show only a fair agreement because the usual theoretical 

approximations (Hartree-Fock for inst~ce) are not good enough. The 

difficulty resides in the peculiar character of the 3~d electrons, 

whose behavior is intermediate between nearly-free electrons and tightly-

1 bound electrons. 

In this situatfon, the best thing to" do. is to try to enlarge the 

experimental knowledge, expecting that the new knowledge will suggest a. 
I 

better approach to the theory. The eXperiments done in solid state 

physics, as in other fields, consist of the application of some physical 

stimulation to the system and studying the response. The stimulation 
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may be heat, static magiletic or ~lectric fields,.altern,ating electro

magnetic fields, or a combination of several of them .. This seems to be 

simple but, in most cases, it becomes very complex. Take for instance 

a nuclear magnetic resonance experiment. Here, the stim~ation is a 

.static ~agn~tic field plus an.electromagnetic field (which may be cw or 

pulsed);·· ·The response :i.s the resonant abs.orption of rf power, and the 

modification of the nuclear magnetization. We·mRY look at a·steady-

state .and a transient response .(spin-lattice relaxation, spin-spin· 

relaxation), Both may be mea:mred as ·:t'tu1c·tium; uf Lemperature and 

static magnetic field. 

·A: very fruitful app~ciach in the study of metals has been to add an 

impurity·and study the physical properties of the host metal and the 

impurity. Both are modified in the alloy :With. respect to the original 

constituents. In some cases, the observed effects are a consequence of 

the change in electron concentration of the electronic bands. ~or 

instance, the measurement ot' the saturation ma~netization of alloys of 

the ferromagnetic metals with other transition metals shows that the 

imp~ity, as a first approximation, 5imply contributes with extra 

electrons or holes (acco:r·ding Lu ll:.s valence). This contripution adds 

or subtr~cts from the b9st Jrl~P.:rtetizatio:q.. The VR.ri A.t.i nn i R l i nP~;~.r, as 

" can be seen in the Slater-Pauling diagram.~ This is confirmed by the 

meastirement of the electronic specific heat. 3 

In some cases, an impurity may develop a magnetic moment, even if 

the host is non-magnetic.· This SUrprising phenomenon has been observed 

in magnetic susceptibility measurements4' 5 (where a temperature

dependent term appears), neutron scattering experiments,6 or measurements 

. ! 

" 
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of the hyperfine field at the n~clear site. 7 The most widely-used 
. . . . 8 .. . 

methods to measure the latter are nuclear magnetic resonance, Mossbauer 

9 ·. 10 
effect, measurement of the nuclear specific heat,· and perturbed 

1 1 t . 11 angu ar corre a J.on .. Here we have mentioned o~ly representative 

samples of a literature that covers a very wide field of :research. The 

local m,oments are produced by an interac.tion of the impurity d-levels 

. 12-14 with the host conductJ.on electrons. Several transport effects 

. . . . 15 
occur as a consequence of this interaction. For instance, Kondo 

calcui.ated the scattering cross section of con<tuction electrons up to 

second order and was able to explain the well-known minimum of resistivity 
. . 16 

as .a fUnction of temperature for certain alloys. It has been predicted 

that sometimes a quasi-bound state is formed between the localized 

moment and the conduction electrons. 

In ferromagnetic hosts it is interesting to know the magnetization 

distribution around the impurity. The most direct way is by neutron 

scattering experiments;17 •18 however, in cases of very dilute alloys' 

neutron diffraction may not yield observable results and one has to get 

more indirect evidence by the ot.her methods, e.g. by measuring tne 

hyperfine field. However, the disadvantage of these methods is that 

their interpretation is somewhat ambiguous due to the several contri-

butions with either sign which sometimes almost cancel. Our experiment 

serves this purpose: it gives information about the impurity state. 

Its advantage is that interpretation is very simple, as we shall see 

later. 

The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation experiment consists of a) 

applying an rf field at the nuclear Larmer frequency in order to change 
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the equilibrium distribution of the Zeeman levels., or in other words, 

to increase.the nuclear spin temperature, b) turning off the rf field 

and monitoring the recovery of the longitudinal nuclear magnetization 

. . 19 
(by the s~in echo technique .). This shows the thermal contact between 

the nuclear spins and the lattice.. Usually the recovery is an exponen-

tial function uf Ll~e, ailu one can define a relax~tion time '1' so that: 
1 

where M is the z-nuclear ma.e;netization and M its equilibrium value. 
: z 0 

There are se~eral mechanisms for the nuclear relaxation; all c:if 

them involve electrons in some way or another. In metals, the most 

importantmechanisms · ~e d.ue to direct electron ·scattering, so that the 

relaxation time T
1 

varies inversely with tempera~ure. We shall see in 

the sec.ond chapter that in the case of transition metals, the dominant 

process is a nuclear spin-electron orbital moment interaction to d 
· .. 

·electrons. We shall see also that our measurement. gives the density of 

states of.·. d electrons in the vicinity of the nucleus, and that this 

result can provide indirect information on the magnetic moment distribu-

tion around thQ impurity. 20 SUoh o. otudy wo.o mo.dc by Dancroft in the 

case of Ni-Cu alloys. He found that there is no localized magnetic 

mumenL on the Cu 1mpu~ity. 

The second chapter is devoted to a·theoretical study of the 

relaxa"t-iori process in metals, with spe~ial emphasis on t:rR.m;it.inn mP.t.als, 

i.e. metals with a non-vanishing d density of states at the Fermi surface. 

The third chapter describes the experiment in detail: the apparatus, 

the sample preparation, and the results. 
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The fourth chapter gives an interpretation of the e.:x:J.:>erimental 

results. The value of thePd magnetic moment is calculated. A dis-

cussion follows in order to relate this conclusion.to other experimental 

facts and also to describe the impurity state of Pd in Ni. 

Finally, we would like to explain why we chose Pd as an impurity to 

add to Ni metal. It is known that the Pd metal electronic structure is 

very si~lar to that of Ni metal and that Pd is easily polarizable, due 

to exchange effects. Therefore we would expect a behavior qualitatively 

different to that of the Cu impurity in Ni. Besides, Pd is under Ni in 
. . 

the periodic table, so that the.Valence is the same. Therefore, we would 

not expect screening effects,.a fact that simplifies the theoretical 

interpretation. 

_ .. .,. . 
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II. NU~LEAR SPIN - LATTICE RELAXATION 

Korringa
21 

made the first calculation ef the nuclear spin-lattice 

relaxation rate in metals thrOugh.interactions between the nuclear spins 

and the conduction electrons. Comparisons between these theoretical 

·calculations and the experimental results are quite good for simple metals, 

where conduction electrons belong to s and p states and all other states 

of d of' f 8Y'liiD1etry a.z:e ·· d Lller COli!Pletely !'i.U.ed nr ('Ompletely smpty. The 

agreement is good, provided that electron-electron interactions effects 
·. . 22 

are consi~ered. The agreement is poor for transition metals. It was 

found by ()bata23 that.in.these cases the partly filled d-bands contribute 

to the relaxation W'i th a new mechanis:m,.. His calculation shows that this 

new mechanism is much more important than the ~ormal interaction with 

conduction. electrons. Later, Moriya24 took int~ account all the possible 

mechanisms in the pa.rti cular case of the ferromagnetic metals ui.d<..el, 

iron and cobalt, to get a relaxation rate that would agree fairly _well 

with experimental data. 

'r,h:L~;: ~hapt&r pr~;~~ento a. dctlai l ~n t:r~a"l.mt"uL ur the nuclc::o.r opin-

lattice relaxation rate, based on the above mentioned papers by Korringa, 

Obata and Moriya. Complete derivation of the formulas are given. They 

are not usually found in the .literature. We believe a thesis is the ap-

propriate place to report them. It is alweys necessary, because some-

times numerical errore appear and someoue must· check them. }'or instance, 

an error of a factor of four was found by Walsted, Jaccarino and Kaplan25 

in Moriya 's paper. 

t··. 

• 

.; 
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A. -General Formulas 

I 
The interaction responsible for the nuclear relaxation in metals is 

produced by the fluctuating magnetic field felt by the nuclei and caused 

by the electron spins and the orbit8.l motion:- of the electrons. For the 

electron spins we have·two cases to coi:lSider: the contact interaction, 

for electrons with no angular momentum- (s-electrons), and the. dipolar 

interactio·n, for electrons With non-zero angular momentum. Of course, · 
I 

orbital-fnteraction exists only for electro~s with non-zero angular mo-

mentum· •. The expressions for· the various interactions are the following: 

Contact interaction: (l) 

Orbital interaction: .. .orb ._2 -3 
Jt = y y u r I·L en --. (2) 

Dipolar interaction: (3) 

where y andy are the electronic and nuclear gyromagnetic ratios, I is e n 

the nuclear spin, s is the electron spin, !!. is the electronic angular 

momentum and r is the radius vector between the nucleus and the e~ectron. 

It is conventent to re-write the above expressions in terms of the 

raising and lowering operators, I+= I ±ii , etc .. We get: 
-: X y 

v c = 87T ._ 2 -" ( ) ( l + l I S + I S ) "" ---
3

.:· y y u u r ~ · -- I S e n · · 2 + - 2 ~ + z z 

~.Orb · 2 --, 1 · l 
Jt-. = y y ft r (- I L . + · - · I L + I L ) 

e n 2 + - 2 - + · z z 

[
3J4x_ 

·+ I 
4r2 

·3zx_ 1 · 
+--s --s J 

r) 2 z 2 -c.r 

3x~ s + -- s 
+ 4r2 

3zJ4 
+·--

2r2 

s + 
3z2 

2 
r 

s 
z 

s ]} 
z 

,, . 
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So that in general .we can write the interaction hamiltonian as 

follows:· 

where 

:1C = 

<I>c 
± 

. tp" 
. z 

81T ·. 2 . 1 
= - y y h tS (r) • · S 3.en- 2± 

. i 

2 
3 x±· 3zx± }. 

+ 22~ + -2- 6z 
r r · 

2 
·,..dip ~2 -3 j (3z l)O 1· w ~ y y u r • -··· - + z e-n \ r2 · z 2 

~ ZJ4 
+ -'--

2 r? s-} 

(4) 

(Sa) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(7a) 

( Tb) 

The relaxation process is treated·as a time-dependent first order 

perturbation by the above interactions. We start with an initial state 

I mkcr ) where m labels the nuclear Zeeman state,. k is the electron wave 

vector and o its spin. 'l'he f'inal state, after· scattering of the electron 

by. the nucleus, is I m'~'o'}' . · W~ can see by inspection that whenever the 

nuclear spin flips, the electronic spin or the angular momentum flips in 

the upposite direction, so that the total angular momentum is conserved, 

as it must. The matrix elements are: 
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We have neglected the term in Izcpz since (m!Izlm') = 0 for.m -:f. m' 

' 
and we are interested only in transitions where _there.is a change in 

Zeeman energy. 

Now the transition probabilityWmril; between two_nuclear.states is 

given by the Golden Rule: 

k k' 
a· a' 

where ~a is the electron energy and f,(E) is the Fermi distribution 

function, 

(8) 

In order to define and calculate the. spin-iattice :relaxation time 

.~;· T1 we must assume that the spins are in thermal equilibrium among 1them

. selves, due to spin-spin interactions. This equilibrium is described 

by a spin temperature T8 , so that there is a Boltzmann dist:dbution of 

the population of spins at the dir"ferent nuclear Zeeman levels. If 

P(S) is the probability of occupancy of a state at energy E , then: 
m m 

1 - exp(-E 13 ) 
Z m S 

where 138 = (kBTS)-l and Z is the partition function 

z (s) = Lexp(-EmBS). 

·m 

(9) 

(10). 

The spin temperature T8 is equal to the lattice temperature T at 

equilibrium. We alter this equilibrium by irradiation of the sample. 

with an electromagnetic field that induces transitions between the 

Zeeman levels. Af.ter this perturbation, the spins reach an equilibrium 
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at a new spin temperature T
8 

that is different than the lattice tempera

ture T. · This happens within a time T
2 

(the so-ca1led spin-spin relaxation 

time) after suppressing the perturbation. Later~ T
8

. approaches T due to ~ 

the s~in-lattice interaction •. we shall see that. T
8 

follows the differen

tial equation: 

(a-a > s 

which defines the spin~lattice relaxation time T1 . 

We start with the so-called "master" equat;.i nn : 

(ll) 

Here, 8 

which relates the rate of change of the Boltzmann probabilities to the 

transition probabilities. Next, we evaluate the average energy of the 

spin system, E, and see how it changes: 

ffi = L:p~S) Ettl (12) 

m 

dE =L: E L p(S) 
dt ·m dt m 

m 

= L:· P(s>w · )E · 
. m' m'm m' 

m,m' 

l L: P(S )W )(E -E ) 
m' m'm m' m 

(13) = 2 
m,m' 

On the other hand, we can write that 

dE da8 dE -= aa8 dt dt 
(14) 
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Frbm (12) w~ get the equation· 

(15) 

From (9) we have: 

(16) 

We' can expand (10) in the high-temperature approximation, EmS8<< l 

Z = (1-S E + -. S E - • • ·) 
. (S) L: . 1 2 2 

S.m 21· Sm 
. . 
·m 

= z + ·( -s ~E + ~ s2 ~ E2
- .. ·) o, SL..Jm 2. SL....J m 

.m·. m ·· 

where Z = 2I + 1. Now the term in S8 cari be made equal to zero with 
.o 

a sui table choice of the representation·. and the following terms are 

negligible in the high-temperature approximation, so that 

z(s) ~ z 
0 

= 0 

- 2I + 1 

Introducing these results in (16) we get: 

-E m 
z 

0 

. ' 
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So that equation (15) leads to: 

From (14):. 

dE 
df3 = -s 

dE 
dt 

1 
z 

0 

.E 2 . E. 
. .m 

111 

By comparison of (13) and (17). we get 
.·· . 

E 
ru,m' 

(p(S)W. -P(S)W ](E -E ) 
· m mm' m' m'm m m' 

(17) 

(18) 

Now we-shall introduce the lattice temperature.T and the corresponding 

populations P ·• By the principle of the detailed balance, at equilibrium 
m 

ea.oh term in the :min of.,equati~Jl~ (10) ·vwl.i!:ille!:i ::;(J tllat: 

p w = p w m mrn' m' m'm 

Hen:ce: 

dS8[:. 2 . z 
-- E = o 
dt m · 2 

m 

By replactng P(S) 
m 

1 
~--z 

0 

and expanding the exponential, we get : 

This differential equation for S8 is. of the expected form (11). 

relaxation time T1 is given by: 

The 
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1 = 2 

. . 2 
w I (E -E t ) 

mm m· .m. 
(19) 

E9.uation (19) is the so called "Gorter 1.s formula". Its derivation 

is found in most textbooks on magnetic resonance, like Slichter 1s, 

Abragam 1s, etc. We included it here for the sake of completeness. 

Now we return to equation (8). The total energy difference between 

initj,~ and-final state i::!: 

where .w is the Larmer frequency of the nuclear spins. The Zeeman energy 

can be neglected here since it is very small in comparison with the elec-

tronic energies. Also, because of the a-function, we can replace K KI<J' 

by ~<J arid get : 

where· EF is the Fe:t'iiii energy and kB is the Boltzmann. constant. Thus, 

the transition probability is:· 

Wmm 1 = ~ ~T 'L: l(m!_aiJCim 1
k

1
<J

1
) i 2o(~<J-~;_<J 1 ) o(~<J-EF) 

. k k 1 

(J <JI 

.(20) 

The transition probabi.li ty Wmm 1 turns out to be proportional to the 

temperature, a fact characteristic of direct processes of .scattering. 
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B. Contact Relaxation 

F~om nowon, we have to specify the type of interaction and the 

wave functions. Let us take first the contact interaction (5a). The 

wave functions are. given by .the following Bloch functions : 

(21) 

where 'it(.!:_) ha3 the; lattic~ eymm.etry, . Then: 

Using ( 5a) and (21.) 

(kol~~lk'o') = ~1r yeynh
2 ~ J d3rO(r_l exp [i(!!_-k'Jo.!:.l"k

0
(r) u;:, 0 , (r) 

x (crls±lcr•) 

(kcrl~~lk'cr') = ~'IT yeynh 2
; ~0(o);, 0 , (o) (crls±lcr') 

27T 81T 2 2 1 ( 2 2) = h kBT .. ( 3 y e y nfl. ) • 2 , lnt ( 0) I ) l'' ( I u.4- ( 0) I F' 

X N~(EF) X N~(~) x I (mlr++r_lm') 1
2 

. where the arrows indicate the electron spin direction, N~(EF) is the 

density of· states per atom of spin up s.-:-electrons at the . Fermi level, 

and. correspondently, N~'(EJ.I,) is .the density o.f states of spin down 

s-electrons. 

Now, the matrix elements between the nu.clear states are zero unless 

m' = m+l. In this case, 
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Hence we can write the transition probability in the form: 

We . : Wc.[i(I+l)- m(m±l)] 
mm±l 0 

where: 
.· . . .. . .· . . . . . 

w~ =3
: 1r\3 kB~~Y~· (lut(oll~~ ·.<lu+(o) 12

)F x·N:(EF) • N!(EF) 

c ·Note that if we have a ;nucleus with spin I= 1/2, then W is the 
0 

probability of a tran,ition from m = 1/2 t6 m = -1/2. 

Now we replace the expressions for W · 1 and E = -mhw in formula mm · m 

(19) to get the relaxation timeT~: 

nj,=I 2 
From the relation L m = 

m'=-J 

- m(in+l)] +E[r(I+l) 
. m . 

2 Lm 
m 

I(2I+l)(I+l) 
3 

1 

Tc 
1 

we.get: 

- m(m-1)] 

The relaxation time T~ turns out to be independent of the nuclear 

spin I~ and it is equal to twice the transition rate corresponding to 

spin 1/2. In general, 

= 2W 
0 

(22) 

where: w 0 = r kBT f ~' I ~0 I• +I!<::' a•) 12 ME\.o, -'1, '"') 0 <Ei.o, -EF) ( 23) 

cr cr' 

,. 
I 
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Since we are interested inthe electronic contribution to the 

relaxation process, it is Useful to define a relaxation rateR that is 

independent of the temperature and the characteristics of the nucleus 

involved, in the following way: 

so that we finally get 

For ·the common_ case of·~ non-pole.i-ized s-band where 

we have 

(25) 

C. . Orbital Relaxation 

It· is more difficult to derive the dipolE~X and orbital relaxation 

rates in a closed .form, li"ke tt1e concacL· r~li:l.i.~L.i.ull·~ For 11011-zero 

angular momentum states, the tight-binding-approximation is generally 

used. It .i.s simple enough to render soluble equations. In spite of its 

failure to describe itinerant effects, the results are reasonably accUr 

rate here because the relaxation process occurs in the local vicinity of 

Lh~ uucl~us, where the electronic wavef'tinction:J ha.vc co:Jcntia.lly a.n·a.tomic 

character... To define the wavefunctions, we must specify an additional 

band index ].1: 

IJ.lko)= N-
112 Lexp(ik·B) L ~~a lct>n(E.-B)) lcr) (26) 

R n 



where N·is the total number of atoms in the crystal, R is the position 
·. - -

vector of any nucleus and <P · (r) is an atomic wave function. 
n:-

As we are interested in nickel, we will make the calculation for 

d-wavefunctions, since it is known that in Ni the 3d band has a high density 

of states at the Fermi surface, and this parameter appears as a multi-

plicative factor in the relaxation rate (as we shall see later). 

The ··atomic d-functions <P are five-fold degenerate in the free 
. n 

atom; the levels are split when placing .the atom in the cubic crystal 

field. We get two-fold degenerate levels that transform according to 

r3 irreducible representation and three-fold degenerate levels that cor-

respond to r 5 , the latter having the higher energy. We will take the <P 's 
n 

as the basis for these representations. They are written as ~inear com
! 

binations of the spherical harmonics y2 (8,¢) multiplied by a m-independ,m 

ent radial function, as follows: 

<Pl(£.) =~f?rr ~f(r) = i [Y2 -2(8,¢) Y2 2(8,¢)] r(r) 
r h' ' ' 

"'()=_fl5gf(r)= 
'¥3 £. "~ 2 r 

l 

12 
(27) 

Our wavefunctions IJ.l~O)are.linear combinations ~f L.C.A.O. wave-

functions, with coefficients u k . All these coefficients are thus the 
J.ln_a 

matrix elements of a unitary transformation from the L.C.A.O. wavefunctions. 

,., 
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The following orthogonality conditions are fulfilled: 

(28) 

'l'he relaxation time 'is obtained by' replacing (26) and (27) in (23): 

w<>rb 
0 

27T 
= h k T"" ~·1 (J.lkcrlq,orblll'k'a') 12o(E · -E · · )o(E -E__) 

B £..J LJ . - ·+ - . llkcr · · ~'k'cr' 1-lkO' ~ 
k k' 1-11-1' .- - -
cr .<J'' R 

Taking matrix elements between wavefunctions of .the same atom, we have 

Hence 



worb= 21T k T ~ 
o h B ..LJ 

k k' 
a a' 
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. . * * o u· u u u · 
ocr'·: 11n kcr ll'·n 'k' a' 11n kcr ll·' n 'k' a' 1- 1 1 .2- 2-. 

' 

The next step is to define average v.alues of I ]J.llnkO 1
2 

taken at a 

surface of constant energy E: 

= 

where Nd(E) is the density of states at energy .E for states of spin a a . 

only .. 

Using the sum rule: 

o ,N~(E) C ~(E) 
nn v ' nv 

(29) 

we can simplify the expression f~r W~rb to get: 

,, 
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W~rb =·i7r kBTx:x:·L· u~nlkcru)ln~cr (cf>nll~~rblct>ni> .. 
· · kcr .. ~ n

1
n]_ 

. n2 

The matrix element of ~orb =·y t h 2r~3 ~ are calculated using +. ., en 2 + 

the e~U:ation 

0 1 _,i 0 0 

1 0 0 -i i/3 

L+ = 1 0 0 1 13 

0 i· 1 a· 0 

0 ;l€ .1.3-"" 0 0 
L· 

Hence, (~0 ~~~rbl~0 ;) = yeyn 1. 2 ~ (niL+In'>f~3r2 (r)r2dr 

De:t'inil1:g (r-3 );, jr-3i~(r)r~dr 

Then: . (<I> ~~+orbl<l> ,) = y_y h2 12 (r-3)(njL+In') 
n .·n e~l .. 

Before evaiuating the summation, we can see that the coefficients 

Cna are related.. From (29): 



Employing (28), we ,get: 
.. · 

Lo(Ellko~E) =. N~(E}Lcno(E) 
llk n 

Hence: "" C . (E) = l. ~no 
n 
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:oUe to the degeneracy within each manifold, .the coefficient cna is 

the same for all the wavefunctions corresponding ':to the same irreducible 

representation (r
5 

or r
3

). Let us define: 

Repla~ing in (30) the value of the ~atrix elements and the coeffi-

Rorb= ~7T li3kBye2(r-3}L[N~(~)]2 fa(2-~ fa) 

0 

(31) 
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D. Dipolar Relaxation 

Here we employ again the same representation used for the orbital 

calculatio.n. Follow:i,.ng the same st~ps, we get the equation 

w~ip = i7T kBT L Ll<<~>ncri~~Picpncr' I<Pncr')I2N~(~)N~, (~)cncr(EF)cn'cr' (~) 
era' nn' 

The ·expression (Ta) has· to be rewritten in terms of polar coordinates 

and then.in terms·or spherical·harmonics: 

h ;:.. - ~ , .~ ( i 2 ) ! . 2 2i<fl . e :t<P J. Y e Y n r - 2l 2 sin 8-1 S + +. 2 t:Hu Oe :J _ r J s in8coo c !::i z <!>dip = + 

di' ~ p -+ 

Calculation of the matrix elements involves evaluation of integrals 

of the form: 

fy 2* (8,<j>)Y2 (8,<jl)Y2 (S,<j>)d.\2 
. ,ml ,m2 . ,m3 ·. 

By substituting the ·Y2 's in terms of the acsociated Legendre ,m 

polynomials we can see that.the integral vanishes unless m1 = m2 + m
3

. 

If this ·condition is fulfilled, the integral has a value given in 

Table L Calculations were made after direct substitution of each as-

sociated Legendre polynqmial, as ·±·unction of X = cu::;8. Auother w~ 

. 26 
(ouggeet~d uy Ru:.;e ) is t,o ,.,.R~ the formula.; 

(2R.l +1 )(2R-2+1) 

47T'(2R-3+l) 

where the C's are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. These are tabulated, for 

instance, by Condon and Shortley. 27 
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The· resUJ,ts can be presented in the form: 

<I>dip = y y. h 2r-:-3 (M S + M S + M S ) 
+ · e n · + + - - z z 

1/7 0 0 0 0 

. 0 . -1/14 0 0 0 

M ,., 0 0 -1/14 0 0 . + . 

0 0 0 1/7 0 

0 0 b C) -1/7 

0 0 0 0 hi/7 

0 -3/14 3i/14 0 0 

M = 0 -3i/14 3/14 0 0 -
0 0 0 0 -13/7 

-hi/7 0 0 -/3/7 0 

0 '3/14 -·3i/14 0 0 

3/14 0 0 ·.3i/14 -hi/14 

M = -3i/14 0 0 -3/14 -/3/14 
z 

0 -3i/14 -3/14 0 0 

0 /3i/14 -13/14 0 0 

; •' 
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He.nce, 

w~ip = 2h7r kBT(y e Yn rf)2 (r '-3)2 L:·}~ N~-{NF)N~,·(~) 
Oa 1 . nn I 

X Cncr(~ )en' a,(~) [ ((ct>n IM+ I <t>n ,)l 2 1<.al S+ Ia.' >1 2 
· + 

l<<t>niM_I<t>n,>l 2 1<als_lcr')l.2 + .l(<t>n~~~l<t>0 ,)f2 l<alszla')l 2 ] 

X [l~<t>n·IM~I<t>n.'>l2 + l<<t>niM_'Ict>n,>l2l + tL:[N:(~)]2Cna(~) 
a 

X en 'o(EF) l<~n IMz I ~n ,)12} 

Substitution of the values of the C' s and the matrix elements gives 

Wd:ip .:_ 211' k._ T(·· .. fi2)2 (1·-3)2 ..1.. fNd(E )Nd(E ) 
o · · . h R y P. y n · l Ql) t F ·t. F · 

' • • • ~~ ' l.o..J ... • 

X(2~ ftf+- 6ft -6f++8) +~)N~(EF) J2
r0 (2-f0 )} 

Rdip.,;, ·411' h3 lr ·y·2 (r-3)2 b { "Nd(E )Nd(E ·) (l3f f 9f - 9f + l:J) . . · 3 · "B -- e l9o ~ t F t F t t - t - t -

+ L 3[N~(~)] 2r0 (2-f0 )} (32) 

a 

We c~ see that the dipolar relaxation rate has two terms: one that 

comes from processes in which the electronic spin flips and the other 

one from processes where the electronic spin does not change (but the 
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orbital ~~~lar momentum does). . The first part vanishes in situations 

where the d-band is polarized anQ. one sub-band lies entirely below the 

Fermi energy. 
d . 

If Nt(~) = 0 ·{as in Ni} we get 

(33) 

It is interesting to compare the dipolar relaxation rate with the 

orbitai.one. 
d .. 

We consider again the case with Nt(EF) = 0, for the sake 

of simplicity: 

= 3 
196 

(2-f ) 
~· 

(2- ~ ) 
3 ~ 

(34) 

The. ratio does not change very m~ch with f ·f." . For instance, with 

f~ = 0.6 (spherical symmetry of the 3-d wavefunction) we have 

= 0.0214 

so that the dipolar relaxation rate .is about 2% of the orbital rate. 

E. Other Mechanisms 

Core s-electrons are polarized by s-d exchange, if the d sub-bands 

are split, as in ferromagnetic metals. This polarization is sensed by 

the nucleus through contact interaction, and it is one of the important 

mechanisms of the hyperfine field. Therefore, there is an interaction 

between the nuclei and the d-electrons through polarized core s-electrons. 

The appropriate Hamiltonian involves terms of the form I S and I S . 
+ - - + 

Following the same steps' of the previous cases·, we would have relaxation 

processes where the nuclear spin flips and the d-electron spin flips in 

•I 
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the opposite direction. Such processes would not be possible in nickel 

metal because the density of states at the Fermi surfa~e of spin up 

electrons is almost zero. 

Another mechanism. of re:taxation would be production of magnons. 

Only direct processes must be-considered, since it is always observed 

that the relaxation rate is proportional to the temperaturA. r.nn~~:>rva-. 

t:l~n ~f tin~rgy ;requiroo that the cmi -bted or abaoi·bed J.ii.a~uuu hct::; Lhe ::;!:l.llle 

energy as the nuclear transition. Let us estimate if this is possible 

in a re~ situation. · The magnon dispersio~ relati6n28 has a ·constant 

term proportional to the anisotropy field HA: 

This formula j_s valid for cubic. symmetry, with ia.tticc constant a. J 

is the exchange integral ·and S·tne electronic spin. 

From here we can calcUlate the lllinimum associated f'requency f . 
IIUn 

of the magnon spectrum: 

where K is the anisotropy constant and M
8 

is the saturation magnetization. 

p:et 

4 3 Substituting K = 5 X 10 . erg/ em , M
8 

• 500 gauss and g ~ 2. 21, we 

f . m1n 

= 650 MHz. 

But the Larmor frequency in Ni metal is of the order.of 30 MHz only. 

We do not expect, therefore, that relaxation through magnons will have 

any contribution to the total relaxation. 
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Thus for nickel metal we are·left with the main mechanisms: con

tact relaxation Eq. (25), orbital relaxation Eq. (31), and dipolar 

relaxation Eq. ( 34). Numerical calculations are performed. in Chapter IV, 

showing that the orbital relaxatiqn is . dominant and the others are a 

small percentage of the first. 
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III • EXPERIMENT 

This .. chapter presents a detailed account of the experiment done. 

Part·A describes the apparatti13 used. Part B tells how the samples were 

prepared. Finally, Part C gives the results and a preliminary evaluation. 

A. A;ppe.ratus 

A block diagram .can be seen in Fig. 2. Th,e t1·e.nsm:i. tter p:rovidfiE the . . ' 

necessary rf pulses for saturating the nuclear Zeeman levels and for 

monitoring the recover~ to the equiiibrium nuclear magnetization. The 

transmitter is a pulsed oscillator, Arenberg type PG-650. It generates 

rf bursts when positive pulses, about 20 V, are .applied to its input. 

With a 50 Q load, the rf voltage mey be as high as· 6oo·v peak to peak, 

which means about 450 W instantaneous power. 

Th~ XfiQeivr.,.. (Fit;. J) uuuolt:Jts o'f &1 L"l' ·amplifier and a .detector. 

The rf. amplifier is a cascade of amplifiers de$igned tn provide iil8Veral 

vulL::; to !ee<i into the detector. 

Our configuration is not common;· Usually, the rf level is smaller 

and tne output nf' t..he deteotor goca i11tc,. l::l. luw frequency amplifier 

(video or audio amplifier). The response of such a system is not linear 

because of the well-known knee of the diode I-V characteristic (occurring 

at about 0. 3 V for germanium diodes) .• For signR.I !'3 small~r than thC'! lrnP.~?-

voltage, the detector follows approximately a s·quare law. There are 

three ways to overcome this difficulty: 

1. Use of a more· elaborate detector circuit, such as an operational 

amplifier with the diode in the feedback loop. 29 In our case, it was 

not possible because there was not available an operational amplifier 

that would work at such a high frequency as 30 MHz. 
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2. Use of a phase detector circuit, 30 which is inherently linear. 

This configuration requires that the signal must be.coherent in phase 

with the .C. W. oscillator. The pulsed oscillator must be substituted 

by a pulsed amplifier driven by the same C. W. oscillator. We found 

that such changes were not simple to perform in the Arenberg oscillator. 

(that was hlready available), so that this. alternative was abandoned. 

3. Calibration of the system response and reduction of the data. This 

is the. scheme we adopted! Sin.ce. -we were using a digital computer to 

calculate the relaxation time, it was easy to add a subroutine to the 

main program to calculate a correction. However, we considered.it 

necessary to linearize the detector response as much as possible in 

order to avoid errors introduced in the averaging process. To show it 

more clearly, let us suppose that the system has a square-law response. 

Then if x is the input, the output of the receiver is x2 (neglecting 

the gain) . The . 2> averager gives (x , and the computer subroutine used to 

correct for the lack of linearity gives,/(x2 ) .This output may have an 

important error, especially for low signal-to-noise ratios, since 

~ ( x2 
) :f.< x) . That is the reason why we tried to linearize the detector 

responses by connecting a high gain rf strip, whose output was typically 

5 V. A video amplifier was not necessary. On the contrary, we had to 

attenuate the detector output in order to avoid saturation of the 

avera.ger. 

The attenuator (connected between the preamplifier and the first 

wide band amplifier) is used as an overall gain control. 

The sample was placed inside a coil L (Fig. 2). The cnpo.citor Cis 

tune.d to series resonance at the transmitter frequency. When properly 
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tuned, the series LC circuit looks like a resistive load at the end of 

the transmission line. This resistive load is determined mainly by the 

sample losses. We measured for the coil a Q value of 10 to 15, which is 

small in co~parison with the Q measured without the sample inside the 

coil (60 to 100). 

Th~ capacitor C must be very r.lnse to thE;! coil L to get the maximum 

power transfer to the sample. IL wa~ found. convenient t.~ ~11lu:; l.ll.u.Le 

the variable capacitor C by an adjustable transmission line with a 

short-circuited end (Fig. 4). The advantage of this device is that it 

is very easy to tune in any circ~stance over a wide range. This was 

I 
not the case with the discrete capacitor, which was difficult to 

manipulate when cooled down to helium temperatures. 

The same coil Lis used to pick up the.nuclear signal. It is 

connected. to the receiver through another transmission line. In order 

to uncouple the transmitter to the receiver the following measures 

were taken: 

1) a pair of 1N3728 diodes were connected back-to-back and inserted 

in series at the transmitter output. Another pair of diodes was 

connected in parallel with the input to the receiver. These diodes 

have a· different behavior when transmitter pulses or U1e signal· appear 

in the ciTL:u.it. 'l'he lmcc ln Lhtt r ... v .... h~.,-A.r.tcriotioa makes thPm nf a 

low impedance for strong signals and high impedance for small signals. 

The threshold occurs at about 0.5 V. The diodes at the transmitter 

output do not present a series impedance for the strong rf transmitter· 

pulses. However, they effectively prevent the weak nuclear signal from 

being dissipated partly at the transmitter coil. 
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2) The transmission line going to the receiver·has a A/4 length. The 

result is that for strong signals the diodes across the receiver input 

protect the receiver by short-circuiting its input. However, looking 

from the transmitter, the receiver appears as an open circuit. 

The rf power transferred to the sample coil is maximized when the 

series L-C circuit presents a resistive impedance equal to the character-

istic impedance of the transmission line, 50 n in our case. We obtained 

the best match by trail and error with the help of a standing wave ratio 

indicator and an a.m. signal generator (H.P. model 608-B). The receiver 

was disconnected for this operation (Fig. 5). The standing wave ratio 

indicator measured both the incident and the reflected wave. It was 

31 built according to the specifications of the Radio Amateur's Handbook. 

Actually the effective impedance of the load is not very critical 

for matching purposes. If p is the reflection coefficient at the load, 

we have that the power P dissipated by the load is: 

where Pm is the maximum power when the load equals the characteristic 

impedance of the line. For instance, if p = 30%, then P/P = 91%, . m 

which is quite good. 

For a frequency of 30 MHz it was found that a 14 turn coil of 1 em 

diameter was satisfactory. The same coil was used for the Ni61 resonance 

at 27 MHz and the Pd105 resonance at 33 MHz, with a power transfer better 

than 95% in both cases. 

The SRme configuration of Fig. 5 was used at the beginning of each 

experiment for tuning. 
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The averager in Fig. 2 is a device that stores ·the results of many 

measurements and gives their average. It was necessary in our experiment 

because the nuclear signals were usually weak, of the same order of 

magnitude as the noise produced in the first stage of the preamplifier 

(about 2 ~V rms). Besi~es, the. saturation measurements of the spin-

la.ttice rclruca.tion time requires a good accuracy of the measu.r•emeuL::;, 

since one is interested in the difference between the equilibrium 

magnetization and the transient magnetization. ~en this differen~e iR 

small (for long times, of the order of T
1 

or more) its relative error 

may be mu.ch bigger than the relative error of the measurements. 

Three configurations of the experimental setup were used, as 

described later. In the first two, the averager was a boxcar integrator 

(Fig. 6), which stores the measured voltage in a capacitor. It is 

essentially a low-pass filter that averages out the noise, wnile giving 

a de output equal to the signal. The electronic switch is on only when 

the signal appears (for 1 to 2 ~sec). In the last configUration (Fig. 7) 

·the averager converted the analogic signal into digital form and stored 

it in an. electronic computer, so that each new measurement would add up 

to the previous measurements (as described by Samuelson and Ailion). 32 

The control unit in Fig. 2 provides conveniently-timed pulses to 

operate the trrulsmlt'Lt:lr and the gate of the averager. '1'he control pulses 

are the following: first a series of pulses which produce the rf "comb" 

used to excite the nuclear spins. Next, two pulses that produce two rf 

bursts for the spin echo. Finally, a pulse to trigger the boxcar when 

the signal is going to appear. The sequence in shown in Fig. 8. 

We built three different configurations that were successive 
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improvements to cope with the noise problem. 

In the first configuration, an initial comb of pulses was produced 

by a combination of Tektronix pulse generators tYJ>e 162 and.l63. The 

delay t (Fig. 8) was produced by a pulse generator built in the 
Ci. 

electronic shop of the;·Physics Department and adjusted manually. The 

last echo pulses were produced by a digital timer, controlled by a 

1 MHz crystal oscillator. The same device gave the pulse for the boxcar. 

Actually the boxcar consisted of two identical units whose outputs were 

subtracted in an operational amplifier. The gates for the boxcars were 

displaced in time; one of them occurred when the signal appeared and 

the other was off the signal. This disposition eliminated any displace-

ment of the signal baseline. Both the digital timer and the boxcars 

were built in the Electronics Shop. 

The system workedwell and gave acceptable results when the signal-

to-noise ratio was high and the relaxation time was short. For lower 

signal-to~noise ratios, such as those in our experiments, it was 

necessary to increase the time constant of the boxcars. Then a new 

difficulty appeared: a slow drift of the systemgafn was noticeable 

for times of the order of one hour. The experiment consisted of 

measuring the signal for several values of t Ct. (typically 15). Each 

measurement was repeated for· .ha.J.f an hour or more, so that by the end 

of the experiment .the drift spoiled the initial accuracy of each average. 

We eliminated this difficulty in the second configuration. Here, 

we measured a reference signal together with the desired signal. Both 

measurements were made alternatively and averaged in two indepP.nnent 

boxcars. For the reference signal, the value oft was always the same 
Ci. 

·I 
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and several times higher than the expected T1 .. Several pulse generators 

and logic gates provided the automatic alternation of both measurements. 

The third configuration also eliminated the drift problem and 

reduced the total duration of the experiment to one half. It consisted 

basically in changing the value of t automatically for each new . a 

measurement, and storing the result in a separate.channel of a multi-

channel analyzer. A:rter the complete series of pre-set values of t 
' . a 

had ~assed, the system started again, adding tne new results to the 

previous ones. The reference signal is not needed in the third 

configuration, since the slow drifts are shared evenly by all the 

averaged results. That is why the experiment time is reduced to one-

half in comparison with the second configuration. 

The multichannel analyzer we used was . a TMC Model l-10h, working in 

the multiscalar mode. The voltage t~ frequency converter was a Vidar 

Model 240. It was connected to the'multichannel analyzer via a gated 

decade counter, that reducea the frequency by a factor of 1/10. More 

counters and logic gates provided the automatic change of t and a 

controiled the address advance of the multichannel analyzer. The 

"sample and hold" device was the same boxcar used before, but the time 

constant of the RC circuit was set to 0.2 llsec, which was smaller than 
.. 

the opening o:t" the gate (1 ~u 2 }.Jsec). · 

B. Sample Preparation 

Samples of non-annealed nickel were simply obtained from Ni sponge 

of 99.999% purity,_ supplied by Johnson-Mattbey. The metal powder was 

mixed with N-grease for electrical insulation, thus avoiding the effect 

of skin depth. 'l'he N-grease also improved the thermal contact between 
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the metal particles and the helium bath. 

The experiment with anne.aled nickel was made with the same Ni 

sponge after a heat treatment at 600°C for two hours. It was performed 

in anAbar resistance furnace with high vacuum facilities. The residual 

. . -6 
pressure was kept under 4 x 10 torr. Alumina powder was a,dded to 

avoid sintering of the nickel particles. 

The Ni-Pd was prepared by melting Ni ·and Pd sponge in an alumina 

crucible in the same Abar furnace. There was a reducing atmosphere of 

hydrogen at the beginning to eliminate surface oxidation and facilitate 

the process. Actually the gas was a mixture of 4% H2 and 96% He. Later, 

the gas was substituted by pure He. In this way we prevented H2 from 

being disolved in the liquid melt and released upon solidification, 

thereby producing bubbles. 

The alloy was kept at 20°C below the melting point for 24 hours in 

order to homogenize it. Later, the degree ot' homogeneity was tested 

with an electron beam microprobe at IMRD. The instrum~nt could detect 

variations of composition of the order of 1% or larger. It was found 

in our sample that the local fluctuations of composition were below the 

limit of sensitivity· of the instrument. 

The alloy was ground against a rotating disc covered with abrasive 

alumina paper #120. Later, the alloy particles were easily separated 

from the alumina particles with the he.Lp ot' a magnet. 

The last step was annealing for two hours at 600°C in a high 

vacuum to eliminate the strains produced by the cold work. 

The samples for the experiments consisted of a mixture of metal 

particles and N-grease. The latter provided electrical insulation 

between the particles, to avoid the effect of skin depth. 
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C. Results· 

Observation of NMR in Wi 61 and Pd105 . 

The spin echo technique was used .. The sample temperature.was 4.2°K. 

Without an external magnetic field we got a resonance frequency of 28.46 
61 

MHz for Ni , both in pure Ni and in the Ni-Pd alloy, in agreement with 

P.A.rl ier m~as1,lrements 33 that uocd a ma.rginai osc:l.ll~:~.LuL' as A. c. v. 

dcttetor of NMIL 

.34 20 We reproduced the results of Au"brun and Khm. A.nn Bemeroft when 

an external magnetic field was applied. The resonance frequency shifted 

down, and for external fi~lc;ls higher than abcmt 4. 5 kG, the variation 

was linear. This shows that the hyperfine field at the Ni61 nucleus is 

negative and that the particles become magnetically saturated for 

external fields higher than 4.5 kG. 

This argument is reinforced by the fact that the .intensity of the 

echo went down as the magnet j c i':i.r:'! 1 d was increased. Thi o shows that the 

35 . 
domain walls disappeared, because the enhancement factor was much 

\ 
bigger in the walls than in the bulk domain. 

We obtained additional evidence of the change of enhancement factors 

when going from the zero external neld situation to that with an 

external applied field. We observed the shape of the echn .A.R A. f\metion 

of the e.mpli tude and ·w.i.U.Lh u.C the r! pulses. 1r· the turning angles were 

very high (much bigger than TT/2), the signal appeared as described. by 

Mims. 36 For instance, if the two rf pulses had the same width, the echn 

was symmetrical, with a dip in the center. If the rf amplitude was 

reduced, so that the turning angle became.of the order of TT/2, the echo 

would have a maximum in the center (as commonly happens). This center 
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was displaced with respect to the·previous case: It occurred at a time 

t 1 /2 later, where t 1 was the rf pulse width. 

These chang~s were not seen when an external magnetic field was 

applied. We observed only the last case (even with the highest possibJe 

rf field),showing that the turning angle was of the order of.rr/2 and 

that the enhancement factor was small. 

Since the nuclei do not experience a demagnetizing field in the 

center of a wall, the value of the resonance frequency at zero applied 

field gives directly the hyperfine field. In the case of Ni61 , it turns 

. . 33 
out to be -75 kOe, as c.alculated by Streever and Bennett . and using the 

ENDOR measurement of the Ni61 nuclear magnetic moment. 37 

The Pd resonance in the Ni-Pd alloy was found at 33.79 MHz (without 

an external magnetic field) . This result agrees with the calculated 

38 hyperfine ~ield of 194 kOe reported by Kontani and Itoh, also obtained 

in a spin echo experiment at 4.2°K. We found that the sign of the 

hyperfine field is negative, as in Ni, because the resonance frequency 

shifted down when an external magnetic field was applied. Figure 9 shows 

the results for Pd resonance together with Ban•croft 's measurements in Ni 

20 
sponge. The frequency scales are different for each display; they are 

of different size and different origin. They are determined by the 

condition that the straight line for Ni resonance coincides with the one 

for Pd. These straight lines represent the theoretical resonance 

frequency vs external field of single-domain spherical particles having 

a demagnetizing field of 2. 3 kG (as calculated by Bancroft). For external 

fields higher than about 4 kG, the experimental points coinci~e with the 

straight line, showing that the Ni particles are indeed single domains, 
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sp that there are no walls present. Our measurements of Pd·resonance 

did not pretend to prove this fl:!>ct, which was already established, so 

that we .did not spend too much time trying to improve the accuracy to 

get closer to Bancroft's curve. Qualitative agreement is satisfactory 

enough. 

In ·the course of these measm·ements, care was .taken to set the 

turning angle to a value small enough, so tha.t the echo frequency would 

be the same as that of tne exciting rf pulses. This would not be the 

case for high turning angles, giving wrong ~alues of the resonant 

frequency (as reported by Budnick e.nd Skalski40 ). 

It was found that after repeating the experim~nt several times, 

the signal decreased until it was completely buried in noise. This 

effect pas not been reported before. We believe it was caused by an 

increase of the line width beyond the receiver bandwidth (about 1 MHz). 

This could be produced by a slight oxidation of the sample, with lattice 

distortions that would broaden the NMR line through electric quadrupole 

effects (note that Ni61 has a 3/2 nuclear spin and Pd105 has a 5/2 

. 39 4 nuclear.spin; the electric quadrupole moments are 0.13 barns for 

N-; 61 and 0.8 barns for Pa105 ). Th ·a t' · ht b h d • e ox~ a ~on process m~g e en ance 

by the repetition of the ther.m&l cycle (between.r.oom temperature and 

.Liquid heli.uw "temperature) tlu'ough an increase in the number of 

dislocations of the sample, Hammond and Knight41 made an experiment of 

nuclear quadrupole resonance in superconducting gallium particles 

suspended in oil or paraffin wax. They found a broadening of the 

resonance line and a severe loss in intensi~y in comparison with the 

same experiment performed in gallium particles mixed with quartz 
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particles.of comparable size. They attributed it to strains produced by 

the contraction of the frozen oil or wax at low temperatures. The same 

effect in our N-grease might well be part of the cause of the deterior-

ation of the signal. 

2. Measurement of·Rela.xation Times. 

The. .recovery of the magnetization, as measured by the spin echo 

signal, was exponential after some time had passed. At the beginning, 

the relaxation was faster. This is explained in terms of diffusion of 

the nuclear excitation from nuclei in the center of the NMR line to 

nuclei at the sides, when the latter were not excited by the rf comb. 20 

There.are also nuclei at the center of the NMR line that are not excited 

because of being too far from the surface of the sample (at a distance 

bigger than the rf penetration depth). We observed this effect in our 

experiments in the following way. We assumed a theoretical relaxation 

function with an additional adjustable·parameter that took into account 

the diffusion and we adjusted the parameters in a least-squares fit to 

the experimental data. The relaxation function is: 

where M(t) is the time-dependent z-nuclear m~netization, M
0 

its static 

' . 
value, T1 is the spin-lattice relaxation time and t

0 
takes into account 

the fact that the magnetization relaxes faster at the beginning, up to a 

timet' (of the order of the spin-spin relaxation time T0 , according to 
L. 

Portis42 ) and after that it follows the exponential (Fig. 10). This is 

equivalent to displace the t-axis in t for the subsequent relaxation. 
0 

Upon the substitution S=exp(-t
0

/T1 ) we get: 
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In this equation, M
0

, 13, and T1 are unknown parameters to be 

calculated in a least-squares fit to the experimental data of (M,t) pairs. 

The computer program is described in the appendix. 

The results always gave g<l, showing that there is indeed some 

diffusion of the spin excitation. A typical value is 8 = 0.85. It 

depended on the amplitude of the rf comb, the number of pulses, their 

5eparation. a.nd ·w:ldLh, The b~st results were obtained with a comb ot' 

10 to 20 pulses, at the maximUm transmitter voltage. The pulse separation 

was 1 to 2 msec (note that T
2 

is of the order of 10 msec 43 ), and the 

pulse width, about 10 ~sec. The two rf pulses used to generate the 

echo had a width of 2 ~sec and a separation of 500 JlSec. This somewhat 

long .time walt necelisa.ry ;for tho recovery of one of th~ wide ba.11d 

amplifiers (Hewlett-Packard model 462-A) after being saturated by the 

r:t' pu.ises. However, it is still much smaller than T...,. so that the echo 
'--

is not reduced. A typical relaxation curve can. be seen in Fig. 11. The 

experiment was run under the above conditions. In Fig. 11, [l~M(t)/M ] 
0 

is plotted as a function. of time in a semi-logaritP~ic graph. The sample 

was pure Ni , annealed. 

We expected to get a better saturation by increasing the comb 

length. However, we found much larger relaxation times and a non-

exponenti~ relaxation (Fig. 12, curve a)). The relaxation time increased 

with the length of the comb. We got relaxation times more than 10 times 

bigger than those obtained with short combs (of about 10 to 20 pulses). 

In Fig. 12, curve a), the comb had 800 pulses, separated 2 msec. For 

comparison, curve c) is a repetition of Fig. 11, but at the same time 
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scale of curve a). Th~ :exp16riation of this strange effect is simple: 

with long combs, the temperature of the whole sample increased, by eddy-

currents and magnetic losses. We noted also that the liquid helium bath 

boiled at a-much higher rat.e~ For an additional proof, we made the 

following experiment: the transmitter frequency was shifted by 4 MHz 

(more thari the linewidth), and a long comb at the new frequency was 

applied. The z-nuclear magnetization was monitored with another 

transmitter, in the usual way (two pulse echo), working at the Larmer 

frequency. We could see a similar relaxation curve, in spite of the 

fact that the nuclear spins were not excited by the comb. This showed 

that the whole sample was heated and that we were monitoring the sample-

bath thermal relaxation! 

We observed also a non-exponential relaxation curve in non-annealed 

pure Ni samples (Fig. 12, curve b)). The shape suggests broadening 

through str.ain-induced quadrupolar interactions, as found by Andrew and 

. . 44 4 . . 46 
Turns tall, Simmons, Sullivan and Robinson 5 and Narath. The rf comb 

was not strong enough to saturate all the Zeeman levels: only the 

central transition was excited. After annealing the sample, we obtained 

a purely exponential curve like c). It is not obvious why curve c) has 

a faster relaxation time than curve b); we believe that in the latter, 

there was an additional effect, probably surface oxidation, closely 

connected with the deterioration of the signal that was explained before. 

Besides, it was found that after repeating the experiment with the alloys, 

the relaxation times tended to increase. However, the pure Ni samples 

w~re :r,nuch more stable. NrYr.e that in the latter, the particlec ho.d o. 

roughly spherical shape, while in the alloys the particles were rod-like 
.· 



(with a bigger surface area). This fact reinforces the oxidation 

hypothesis. 

The accuracy of our results is not determined by the errors of 

our measurements, but by the change in sample properties. For pure Ni 

samples, we obtained relaxation times from 47 to 52 msec when· the 

temperature'was 4.2°K and the e.Xternal'magnetic field 6 kG. As a final 

value we shall use in the next chapter: T1 = 50 msec ± 5%. 

In the Ni-Pd alloy, 2 at.% concentration, the ~i 61 rela.xation time 

varied from 43 to 61 msec in the same conditions of temperature and 

magnetic field. No'Le that the average is about the same of the pure Ni. 

The Pd relaxation time is not needed in absolute value in the next 

chapter. We are interested only in the ratio ~d/RNi' Fortunately, 

when we measured the Pd relaxation, the Ni relaxation in the alloy was 

rendering about 50 msec.so that the Pd value can be well considered the 

average. 
. lU) 

We got T1 ~ 580 ms~r ~nr.Prl at 4.2°K. 

We tested the constancy of/the product T1T for the Ni 61 relaxation 

in the alloy. We made two consecutive measurements at 4.2°K and 2.1°K 

(in order to avoid the oxid~tion drift). We obtained T1 = 61 msec at 

4. 2°K ·and '1'1 = 128 msec at 2.1 °K, so that T1 T is constant within the 

experimental error. 
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IV. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

This chapter is a critical study of the experimental results of 

the third chapter. IIi Part A, we calculate the relaxation rate of Ni 

using the theoretical formulas derived in the second chapter. Good· 

agreement with the experimental values strongly supports the orbital 

relaxation model. This model is used again in Part B to obtain a Pd 

4-d density of states froni the experimental relaxation rate of Pd in Ni. 

The new result helps to develop a model of the Pd impurity state in Ni 

in Part C. Then it is compa.I.'ed with other experimental facts in Part D. 

A. Nickel Relaxation 

Here we compare the experimental.result of Ni relaxation time with 

theoretical calculations employing the formulas derived in the second 

chapter • 

. starting with the orbital relaxation (we shall see that it is 

dominant) we need numerical values for (r - 3 ), Ncr(EF) and fcr. 

We obtained t~e average (r - 3) from a. table of atomic wave-functions 

. (c.aJ.cula.ted l;>y Herman and Skillman 47 ) and a numerical integration 

according to Simpson's rule. The computer program is shown in the 

appendix. The result is: 

< -3> 86 . 25 -3 r N. = 7 . a. u.;; 5 . 31Xl0 em . l. 

We assume that (r-3) in the metil is the same as in the free atom. 

It seems reasonable, since the 3-d electrons are quite localized in the 

metal. 

The density of states at the Fe~i surface, Nd(EF) is taken from an 

48 
.APW band structure calculation for Ni metal. We assume. that 
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12 . -1 = 1.7x10 el (erg atom) 

d ... 
and Nt(~) = 0. 

N s(E~) is a small correction .. It can be calculated. from a free 

e~ectron model. In this model, the density of states per atom is given 

by: 

N(E) = V o ') (~)3/2 El/2 
27ft:. ll c.. 

where V is the atomic volume. Defining n as the number of electrons 
0 

per atom, we get the Fermi energy from: 

E = h 2 (3TT2n) 2/3 
F 2m V 

0 

Hence:· 

The: next element to nickel in the periodic table is copper, with a 

similar structure but only s-states at t~e Fermi energy. Its density 

of states is known from an APW band structure calculation by Burdick. 49 

Now, 

N~i(EF) 

N~u(~) 

The s-electron densities are: for Cu~ one electron per atom and for 

Ni, 0.6 electron per atom. The ratio of the atomic volumes is obtained 

from the lattice constants: 3. 61 A for Cu and 3. 52 A for Ni. Hence: 
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From Burdick, 

s l 4 11 ( )-1 Ncu (EF) = 3 el(Ry atomr = 1. XlQ el erg. atom . 

. s ( ) . 11 ( ) -1 Hence, NNi EF = 1.12x10 el erg. at. ~ It is about 7% of 

the total denisty of states. 

Hence: 

d 12 )-1 N ~ ( EF) = 1. 59Xl0 el (erg. a.tnm 

The last parameter needed is fCJ. Mook50 mad~ measurements. of 

Bragg diffraction of polarized .neutrons in Ni metal and found that 

f~ = 0.81. 

Replacing all the parame~ers in equation (31) and (34) of chapter 

two, we get: 

Rdip = 
Ni 

0.028XR~:b. . --Nl. 

,...6 = 0.022XlQ . 

Finally, we estimate the s-contact relaxation indirectly, from· 

relaxation data of copper metal. Assuming-that in the latter the 

s-contact relaxation is d._ominant, we have 

. ~. 
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Relaxation time in Cu metal was measured by Anderson and Redfield. 51 

They found T1T = 1.27 for Cu, hence: 

~i =· 0. Ol02Xl0 - 6 .. 

Thus the s-contact relaxation in Ni is 1.3% of the orbital relaxation. 

Adding the ·three effects we get: 

. -6 
= o.82x1o . 

Moriya~4 made a similar calculation with less accurate parameters . 
.. 

He used an average (~-3) obtained from atomic hyperfine data (that was 

smaller than our calculation from Herman and $killman's wavefunctions) 

and a density of states derived from specific heat measurements. We 

preferred to use a density of states obtained from a band structure 

calculation, which gave a smaller value. This is expected because the 

specific heat in .enhanced by the electron-phonon interaction and the 

electron magnon intcraction. 52 However; both errore in Moriya 1 o paper 

·went in the opposite _direction and almost compensated. After correcting 

a numerical error of 4.in his density of stat~s, we find that his result 

is almost equal to ours. 

The experiment reported in the last chapter gave T
1 

= 0.05 sec for 

Ni at T = 4.2°K. From this-experimental data we get: 

We can see that. theory and experiment agree within 2.5%. We 

believe the main reason for this good agreement is that the interpretation 
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.of the experiment was closer to the real situation. ·The external 

magnetic field effectively swept away the domain walls, so that the 

only rela.Xation mechanisms were precisely those considered here. At 

the time 6f Moriya 1s paperpublication, the results of the measurements 

were affected by domain wall relaxation. This mechanism is ve17 

powerfill and was.not considered in the interpretation. 

B. · Palladium Relaxation 

Since the orbital interaction was well established as the dominant 

mechanism .of relaxation, we can use the experimental value of the 

relaxation time to obtain the 4-d density of states at the Fermi level 

of the Pd impurity. From formula (31) we get: 

Hence, 

<r-3
>Ni 3d 

= . 3 N,N. (EF) < - > .,.. ~ 
r Pd 

Rorb 
Pu 

R
orb 
Ni 

Here we assumed that the f coefficients for the Pd impurity are equal 

to those of Ni. This assumption can be removed without too much change 

in the final results, sipce the relaxatio~ rate does not depend very 

strongly on f. 

The average (r - 3 ) for 4-d orbitals in Pd is calculated in the same 

way as the one for 3-d orbitals in Ni. We get: 

I! 
I 

em -3 

I• 
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From the experimental result of the third chapt~r, T = 0.58 sec 
l 

at 4.2°K for Pd, we get: 

~~b ·= 0.34xlo-6 (exp). 

Hence, 

.. [N4d (K._)J2 + IN4d (E ) ]2 
~Pd -F tPd F = 5 •31x1 68xlo12~~ 

5.16 . ~~ 

. 12 -l = l.lxlo el(erg atom) 

C. Description of the Impurity State 

The problem of finding the impurity levels has not yet been solved 

quantitatively. In the Ni-Pd case, all we can.do is to gather several 

experimental facts (including nur mel'!.~u:rernents) :and propose a structure 

that would agree reasonably well with all of them. 
. . 12 
Fl'letle1 eave a phenomenological description of the impurity 

problem, especially usefUl to explain the appearance of localized 

moments at·the impurity in non-magnetic hosts. Later, his concepts were 

extended and treatedmore quantitatively by And~rson13 for impurities 
. . . 14 

that develop a magnetic moment and by Wolff for nnn-ml'l.gm~t. i ~ i mpll'ri t. i P8 . 

According to Friedel, the impurity gives away its outer shell of 

electrons to the conduction band of the host; a strong attractive 

potential appears at the impurity site. This potential attracts 

conduction electrons, which screen it within a short distance. The 

strength of the potential determines whether or not the screening 

electrons are actually bound to the impu:rlty. If the electrons are not 

bound, the electronic charge density in the vicinity of the impurity 
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is very high because of resonances of the scattering cross sections at 

electron energies near those of the vacated levels. This is called a 

.virtual bound state. It behaves similarly to a bound state, but the 

fact that it is close to the Fermi energy gives rise to special effects . 

. Let us.study all the possibilities for the 4-d states of the Pd 

impurity in Ni (Fig. 13). The spin up and spin down states are drawn 

separately to take into account a possible splitting. In all cases, 

the ordinates represent the electron energy with respect to the Fermi 

energy and the abscissae are the impurity density of states. The area 

under each sub-band corresponds to five electrons per atom. States are 

filled up to the Fermi energy (shadowed areas). 

Several considerations will allow us to select one of the cases as 

the one that appears in the Ni-Pd alloy. 

The first one is neutrality of the impurity. It is known·that any 

localiz.ed potential is screened by conduction electrons within a very 

short length, smaller than the interatomic distance. Because of the 

similarities of the core potential of Ni and Pd (same valence) , w·e can 

be sure that screening electrons for Pd go to 4d and 5s states. This 

situation excludes immediately cases f, g, hand i in Fig. 13 because 

no more than two 5s states are allowed, so that there should not be more 

than two holes in the 4d band. C~ses g and i would have ten holes and 

for cases f and h, the number of holes would be between five and ten. 

Next consideration is the splitting of the impurity levels because 

of the ferromagnetic state of the Ni host. It is easy to understand it 

in terms of a molecular field. Since there are exchange interactions 

between the 3d band of Ni and the 4d impurity levels, we may assume 

Iii 
I 
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there is a molecular field acting on the latter. Its value must be of 

the same order of magnitude of tne molecular field assigned to the 3d 

band of Ni. We can neglect cases a, d and g because the levels are not 

split there. 

The results of our measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation time 

tell that there is a sizeable density of states of the impurity level at 

the Fermi energy .. Because of this experimental fact, we eliminate case c. 

~~ only remaining possibilities arc b and e. 

Note that case b is similar to the 3-d band in nickel metal. We are 

going to study this case some more. and get some consequences that can be 

compared with other experiments. 

It is interesting to estimate the numbE;!:r. of holes in the 4dt levels. 

Let us assume that the density of states vs P.nPre;y r11r,re ha5t a para'bolio 

shape near the Fermi energy, or E - [N(E)] 2 where E is the energy 

measured from the lul.erl!ept of the curve with the .!!.: axis, so that 

N(O) = 0. The number of holes nh .is given by: 

n = i. EF N(E)dE --.. E3/:2. 
h . F 

0 

We obta.:irl u. 1•uugh cotimo.te of nh by aSSU!Ulug Ll!aL the Ni 3d band 

has the same shape and using the known values of N(EF) and nh for Ni. 

The latter. comes from measurements of the saturation magnetization66 and 

the g-factor55 
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NNi (EF) = 1. 7x1o
12 

states/erg atom 

From Part B we obtain: 

= 0.16 holes/atom 

In order to examine the possibility of case e, let us estimate the 

splitting of the 4d sub-bands of the impurity. We may assume in a first 

approximation it is of the same order of the splitting of the 3d sub-

48 bands of Ni. The latter is not known accurately. Connolly found a 

0.9 eV sp+itting in an APW calculation of the band structure. Zornberg53 

obtained. a smaller splitting between 0.4 and 0.6 ~V, from optical 

spectra data. Phillips54 tabulates the resultsof many authors, ranging 

from 0. 3 to 1. 7 eV, and finally estimates a splitting of 0. 5 ± 0 .1 e V 

in coincidence with Zornberg, 

A 0.5 eV splitting would eliminate immediately case e of Fig. 13 

because the density of states at the Fermi surface would be higher than 

the Ni 3d density r;.f st.Rt.Pfl, 01lr mP.A.surements show .i1,1,st the opposite 

4d < 3d 
resttlt: NPd NNi. 

On choosing model b, there are two important consequences: 1) a 

.density of states that agrees with our measurements of spin-lattice 

relaxation time and 2) a small magnetic moment localized at the impurity. 

Its value is obtained from the calculated mllnber of holes , nh = 0 .16 

and the measured value of the orbital contribution. Fischer, Herr and 

! 
·I 
ij 
I 
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and Meyer55 obtained tor ~d a g-factor of 2.58 in Ni-Pd alloys. Hence: 

We. have to emphasize now that this result is the consequence ·of a 

simple model that .assumes equal shape for the 4d impurity levels and 

the 3d Ni band. 

D. DISCUSSION 

Here we wou1d like to compare the prediction o~ a moment of 0.21 J-IB 

localized at the Pd impurity (from our model) with the results of other 

experiments. 

1. The ayperfine Field at the Pd Nucleus 

In ferromagnetic alloys the two dominant .contributions to the 

hyperfin~ field are; 56 .contact interaction by conduction elect1·ons and 

contact interaction by s-core electrons. Both are polarized by s-d 

Pxr.hange. The core pola.d~H.t;ion 1-s important if there is a locali ?:F.'d 

moment at the impurity site. 
. 11 

Shirley, Rosenblum and Matthias 

calculated a conduction electron contrih11t.ion of· -79 kOc for the Pd 

imP,l,l,rity in Ni, 8iur..:~ the total hype~·flue field is -1~4 kOe, there is 

a.n additional -115 kOe field that they attributed t.0 s-core polarization. 

From th~:~.L a magnetic moment of 0.3 )JB at the Pd site was obtained, 

Note that calculations of hype~fine fields use the exchange

polarized Hartree-Fock method, 56 where the wavefunctions of opposite 

spin direction are eval·uated separately, The net spin density results 

as a difference between the two charge densities of opposite spins. 

The difference turns out to be much smaller than each term, so that 

there may be a large relative error. That is the reason why hyperfine 
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field calculations cannot be considered very reliable and their 

predictions of the Pd magnetic moment should not be taken more seriously 

than ours (based on the measurement of the density of states of the 

impurity). 

2. Measurement of the Magnetic Moment by Neutron Scattering 

Cable and Child57 performed experiments of Bragg and diffuse 

scattering of polarized neutrons in four Ni-Pd ~lloys. The Pd concen-

tration ranged from 25 to 92 at.%. 
. . 

The results are shown in Table II. 

Cable and Child adopted the diffuse scattering values as more accurately 

describing the situation. They predicted from them that the Pd moment 

would vanish for very dilute alloys (Ni-rich). Note that the experiment 

cannot be done for very dilute alloys because the method is not 

sensitive enough. 

Cable and Child's conclusion ort dilute alloys does not agree with 

ours at first sight. We have attempted therefore a more careful 

examination of their interpretation . 

. A very significant fact is that the Pd moments obtained from Bragg 

scattering are systematically bigger than those from diffuse scattering. 

The difference is larger than the estimated error in two cases. No 

explanation is given in the paper. We shall present here the arguments 

we draw against the diffuse scattering results . 

. In a polarized-neutron experiment, one measures the difference in 

d<J· . 
cross sections, t.ctr2 (K) for neutron spins parallel and anti-parallel to 

the magnetic moments of' the alloy. It is given by the formula 

Ill 

I 

~ ~g (K) = 4~(K) 6b6p(K) 

I' 

(35) 
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where K is the scattering vector and S(K) is the scattering function 

given by 

S(K) = c(l-c) [1 + E a(R) si~KR) ... 
R 

Here, c is the Pd concentration, a(R)'s are the short-range order. 

parameters and R is a neighbor lattice vector. In formula (35), ~b is 

the difference between the Ni and Pd nuclear scattering lengths and ~p 

is proportional to the difference of magnetic scatterings: 

( ) . -12 [ ( ) ( ) ] ~p K = 0.27Xl0 ~Ni fNi K - ~Pd fPd K 

where f(K)'s are the form factors. Hence, 

6. do (K) 
.an 

The short..:~ange order pararnAt.P.\R a. (R) 's and the magnetic moments 

were calculated in a. least-squares fit to the PXpP.ri mP.nt.al data of the 

cross-section difference as function of the s.cattering vector. Cable 

and Child found that it was sufficient to ext.end the summation in R l:.o 

the first.two neighbors, and that the calculated values of a(R)'s were 

very small. So far, it was assumed that there were no local disturbances 

·of t.he'magnetic moment of any atom by the presence of a neighbor of the 

other type; in other words, all Ni atoms had equal moments and the same 

for the Pd atoms. If this requirement is dropped we get a factor of 

the same form of S(K), 58 so that it is not possible to distinguish 

between short-range order and neighbor magnetic disturbance or a 

combination of both effects. At any rat.P., Cable and Child recognized 
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that it was not possible to know accurately the a(R) parameters due to 

the small number of experimental data points and their huge statistical 

fluctuations. Consequently, they decided to neglect them and use 

S(K) = c(l-c). Both difference cross sections (with and without the 

a(R) parameters) are plotted in Fig. 2 of Cable and Child's paper. 

After studying this drawing; we tend to disagreewith the choice of 

a(R) = 0 as being more meaningful. This choice is very important when 

calculating (~i - llpd) from the extrapolation to K = 0 of the 

difference cross section: 

Consider for instance the 25% Pd alloy. According to Fig. 2 of 

Cable and Child's paper, the extrapolations to K = 0 are: 

66 mbarns (for a(R1 ) 

!::. ~~ (0) = 35 mbarns (for a(R2 ) = :-0.08). 

Taking the first value we get 1::.11 = llNi - llpa = 0.74 llB· ·Taking the 

second value we get !::.11 = 0.39 llB· In the first case, we get llpd = 0. 

In the second case, we get llpd = 0.27 llB· 

We believe that the number of data points shoUld be increased and 

the st~tistical fluctuations should be diminished before attempting to 

calculate a reliable value for the Pd moment in the 25% alloy. Besides, 

an ext~apolation to dilute alloys should not be made unless many more 

alloys. in the u~eful range are measured. So far,· we think Cable and 
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Child's experiment does not disagree significantly with out conclusion, 

on account of their uncertainty in the zero-scattering vector extrapola-

tion. A private communication with Dr. Cable, however, has failed to 

bring us to an agreement on this point. 

3. Magnetization Curve of Ni-Pd Alloys 

Crangle and Scott59 and Fischer, Herr, ~nd Meyer55 measured the 

average magnetic moment per atom, M , as a function of concentration. av 

They found that M decreases linearly with Pd concentration from 0 up av 

to 50% .1:-'d. lh -e.n1s region uf t:uu(;cl'i.'tl'ation, the follmd..ng reh.tj,0n is 

followed very closely: 

M "" (0.616 - 0.11 c) Pu av . .J.J 

where c is the Pd concentration. For c > 0.5, M drops faster and av 

vanishes at about c ~ 0.98. 

It was suggested that for c < 0.5,. the Ni moment remains constant 

( 0. 6161.1D) and each Pd atom contributes with 0. 506]..1B. Huw~vel', the Pd 

contribution does not need to be localized at the Pd atom. It can be 

shared by the neighbor Ni atoms, as proposed by Cable and Child. 58 

Analogously, a positive or negative moment disturbance on the impurity 

neighbors has been found by neutron diffuse scattering in other alloys. 60- 62 

Let us assume the Pd impurity has a 0.2l]..IB moment (as estimated 

here) and only the nearest neighbors have a bigger moment, so that the 

total Pd contribution is 0.5o6yB. Thus the twelve nearest neighbors 

have an extra moment of (0.506 - 0.2l)]..IB = 0.296iJB and each one uf them 

has an extra moment of 0.025J..IB' o~ a 0.64]..1B total moment. Fig. 14 

shows a cross section of the alloy lattice through a Pd atom, to 

illustrate the model. 
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We think the explanation of the enhanced Ni moment is part of the 

whole problem of the Pd states in Ni. Here we would like to mention a 

similar situation: 
63 . 

Stearns postulated that there is an anti-

ferromagnetic indirect inte~action vias-conduction electrons, to 

explain the Mossbauer spectra of alloys of iron with different 

impurities. If the same effect occurs in the Ni-Pd alloys, then the 

reduced moment on the Pd atom could well increase the moment on the Ni 

neighbors. 

,, 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We detected the NMR and measured the spin-lattice relaxation time 

of Ni61 and. Pd105 in a Ni-Pd alloy, 2 at.% concentration. The Ni 61 

relaxation time agrees with a theoretical model in which the dominant 

mechanism of relaxation is an interaction with orbital fluctuations of 

d electrons. Assuming that the same mechanism applies to the Pd105 

relaxation, we derived the value for the density of states at the Fermi 

surface of.the 4-d Pd levels. From there we inferred there is a 

magnetic moment aL the rd impurity, and est.imR.ted its valu!::: to be 0.2l]JB. 

The accuracy of this r~sult is limited by the assumption that the 4-d 

Pd levels have a density of states curve of the same shape as Lh~:~.t of 

the 3-d Ni levels. We adopted this assumption for lack of better data. 

This result does not disagree with experiments of diffuse neutron 

'scatt:ering l:!.llll me~:~.:suremcnto of the hYJ:lPrfi ne fielQ., 

Next, we proposed a model of magnetic m~ment distribution around 

"f:.he irilpurity, made to. agree with bulk m~:~.gneti:z:ation measurem,::>nt.s. Thl;;; 

model has only nearest neighbors perturbed with respect to the pure host. 

In order to test this model, it would be interesting to get the 

structure of the Ni 61 NMR spectrum in the alloy.· One would expect a 

satellite line, due to the different environment· of the Ni 61 neare::;l; 

neighbors to the Pd impurity. A similar situation was found in a Co-Ni 

64 65 alloy by_ LaForce, Ravitz, and Day, and Riedi and Scurlock. We can 

estimate the displacement of the satellite line from the calculations 
I 

of hyperfine fields by Shirley, Rosenblum, arid Matthias .11 Suppose 

there is only a change of the core polarization field produced by the 

change of the magnetic moment. In Ni metal, the calculated core 
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polarization field is -50 kG. Hence, in the nearest neighbors to 

the Pd impurity, we would have a change iri the hyperfine fi,eld ~fs : 

6~fs = -50X0.028/0.616 =-'- 2.28 kG. 

Th&t means an increase of frequency of 0.86 MHz, which can be 

easily. detected. 

Our.work is part of a wide-range project of study of different 

impurities in Ni. The first case was a Ni-Cu alloy, studied by 

20 Bancroft, who found that there was no magnetic moment at 'the Cu site. 

The Cu impurity has very similar electron levels to Ni and differs only 

in one unit of valence. In our case, ·pd has the same valence ae. Ni, 

but differs only in atomic size. We can see that Cu and Pd are two 

extreme cases, and that other impurities in Ni would have similar 

behaviors, approaching one of the two cases something intermediate. In 

particular, we are planning to work in first place with the following 

alloys: Ni-Pt, Ni-Ir, and Ni-Rh. 
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APPENDIX 

Here -w:e give a listing of the computer programs. They are 

written in Fortran II language and were used in an IBM 1620 computer 

with disc storage. 

The programs are self-explanatory; we shall . add now a few remarks. 

The calibration t~ble iri subrm~tine REDUC4 was obtained as th~ 

output of the receiver system when the input was varied in steps of 

1 dB. There was a precision attenuator connected between the signal 

generator and the receiver input~· 

Program EFEX2 calculates the parameters M o·' 

least-.squares fit. The equation is: 

13, and T1 in a. 

If M
0 

were known, it would be very simple to get 8 and T1 by taking 

logarithms: 

which is a linear relationship. This is done in subroutine RQZ. After 

solving for 8 and T1 , we get a transcendental equation for M
0

• It is 

solved in program EFEX2 by the regula falsi method. 

,. 
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CCCC PROGRAMS EFEX PLUS EFEX2 READ UATA AND MAKE A LEAST St.)IJARES 
CCCC CALCULATION OF Tl, MD AND BETA, IN M!Tl = MOl 1-BFTA*F.XI'I-T/T\ l l 
.CCCC llATA. POINTS ARE T AND MCTl 

UJM~NSION TITLE(80),TIMEI20l,tOUNTI20l,VOLTSI2Ul, EMM(%UI 
COMMON SCALE, ENE3,ENE4, ENE2, EMO, EMOO, NN, MM 
COMMON TITLE, TIMEt COUNT, VOLTS, EMM,TEMP, FMAG, NATEN 
PRINT 99 

9'1 FI~MAT ( 1Hl,5X, 12HPROGRAM EFEX l 
CCCC READ 4 CARDS OF ALPHANUMERIC DATA (HEADING) 

READ 100, TITLE 
100 FORMAT 120A4) 

101 
ecce 
ecce 

P R I NT l 0 1, TITLE 
FORMAT llH ,20A4) 
TEMP IS ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE IN *Kl FMAG IS MAGNETIC FIELD IN 
GAUSS. NATEN IS SETTING OF ATTENUATOR IN Dti. 
READ 102, TEMP, FM6~, NATEN 

102 FU~~AT (~F1~oOti2l .. 
PRJ NT 13Q, TEMP, FMAGt NATFN 

lJ.O FOIH1AT (111 ,'//1011,61-ITEMP "tFT.Z!~I"I *r\;iOA,I~1FIMIIt,N, I"II:LU =,f-·l.ll,b 

ecce 
ecce 
ecce 

lH r;AIIS$, t5X,4HATTEN, = , 12 ,3H DB !) 

MEASUREMENT REPEATED ENE2 TIMES. FUR CALIBRATION, A lOU KHZ SIGNAL 
GIVES ENE3 COUNTS AFTER ENE4 MEASUREMENTS 
.SCALE UF V. TO F. r.ONVFRTFR l FtJt.t. ~~n1.6 UUTPUT I!>. 100 Kill,, 
RFIII'l 104, SI";~I_E, EII!E3, EN64, ENE2, EMO 

104 FORMAT I~FlO,Ol 
F d SCALE•ENE4/IENE2•ENE3l 
EMOO = F•EMO 
PRINT 105t SCALE, ENE3, ENE4 

105 FORMAT llH ,///10X,7HSCALE =tF5.1,17H v. CAL!BRATIQN,F7.l!o LIH Cll 
lUNTS AFTER, #6,0, 5~TIMFS /l 

PRINT 106t ENE2, EMO . 
106 FORMAT 11H ,5X,20HMEASUREMENT RFPFATFO,F7,0,5HTIMES, 15X,4HMO "• 

1 F9 .o II l 
CCCC SUBROUTINE REDtiC4 CORRECTS FOR" LACK OF LINEARITY OF THE SYSTEM, 

tALL REDUC4 IEMDO,Cl 
c 

c 
(; 

c 

DO 1 NN=lt20 
READ lOB, TIMEINNl,COIJNTINNl 

lOB FORMAT 12F10,0l 
IF ITIME(NNII lt70t1 
CONTINUE 

70 CONTINUE 

DO 62 MM~~JN,:!O 
ecce ifME{NNl ANU CUUII!TINNI AkE iHE DATA POINTR .. Twn f:I~4NK CARDS liT THF F.ND. 
~CCC ~NU, IF fHERE IS A BLANK CARD f:IETWEEN DATA CARDS, THEN ALL THE 
CCCC CARDS AFTER THE BLANK CARD ARE READ· All!n PRINTED, BUT NUT USED 
CCCC FOR THE COMPtJT AT ION( 

c 

c 

c 

READ 10B,TIMEIMM),C0l!NTIMM) 
IF (TIME(MMll 62,72,62 

62 CONTINUE 

72 CUNT I NUE 
MM MM-1 
NN = NN-1 
EN " NN 

00 61 J~l,MM 

VOLTS(J) = F•COUNTI.Il 
CALL KtCIUC4 t'VUL(!>IJJ,J-MMI.JJI 
EMM(J) = EMM(J)/C 

"1 CuNTI 1\1\Jli 

CALL LINK IEFEX2) 
END 

. .... 

. : 
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CCCC PROG~AM EFEX2. CONTINUATION OF EFEX. 
DIMENSION TITLEI80I,TIME1201,COUNTI20I,VOLTSI201, EMMI201 
DIMENSION. Yl201, ZETAI81, XIBI 
COMMON SCALE, ENE3,ENE4, ENE2, EMO, EMOO, NN, MM 
c·OMMCJN. TJ.'f'L{;-1Ti4-E-;· COUNT, VOLTS, EMM,TEMP, FMAG, NATEN· 
PRINT 115 . 

115 F~~1AT 11H ,20X,15HTABULATION OF Z I I 
PRINT 1lll 

118 FCRMATI1H ,20X 9 2HM0,15X,1HR,15X,1HQ, 15X,1HZ,9X,9HSTfl. O~V. I 
START = 1. 2 · 

.IJELT.A = .oi. 
CCCC SENSE SWITCH 3 ON ALLOWS TO CHANGE STAKl AND DELTA. 

IF !SENSE. SWITCH 31 3&,400 
3b CONTI NLJE 

A.CC.EPT 9!S. START, DELTA 
98 FORMAT 12F10.01 

· -4oo ·ciJNfiiilliE' ·-- --- · 
EMO_Q = START. 
L = 1 

CCCC SUBROUTINE RQZ CALCULATES_ PARAMETERS, -RR @' 11T1, OW LOGEIH~TAI 

CCCC IN A LEAST SQUARES FITI FOR A GIVEN VALUE OF MD 

c 

c 

CALL RQZ ITIME,EMM,NN,EMOO,Y,RR,OQ,ZZ,SSI 
7.Ff4i u··-;; n · · -- ·· ·· · · 
X I 11 = EMOO 

00 33 l=l,4D 
A I = I 
EMOO = START-OELTAoAI . 
CALL. RQ-Z (TIME;EMM;NN,EMOO,Y,RR,(JIJ,ZZ,SSI 
PRINT 119, I, EMOO, RR, QQ, zz, SS . 
IF IL-7) 4l,41,3i. 

41 CONTINUE 
It- IZZ<>ZETA(d I 38,38,35 

38 CONTINUE 
X(L+1·1·;, _E.HOO 
ZETAIL+lJ = ZZ 
L ;··L+2- ... --
IF IL-71 35,35,33 

35 CONTINUE 
XI Ll = EMOO 
ZETA I L1 = ZZ 

33 CONTI NilE 

CCCC LL ~IVES THE CHOICE OF ONE MINIMUM OF SSI 
ACCEPT 777, LL 

7"]7 FORI:IAT .1111 
LL = 2oLL-1 

CCCC SOLVE EQUA1JON Z(MOI@ O. BY REGULA FALSI METHOD. 
PRINT 117 

117 FORMAT (1H ,1111H , 30HSOLUTION OF EQUATION ZIMOI 0 
P R I NT I _1 <'>, II , X I L L It L liT A I L Ll , X ( L L o lJ , lET A I L L-;. 11 

llb FORMAT llH ,lOX,J3,21bX,F7.4,3X,E12.51 I I 

c 

22 
ecce 
ecce 

PRINT liB 

DU 3-, I I = l, 500 
TEMP2 = (X(LL+11<>ZETAILLI-XILLI*ZETAILL+11111ZETAILLI-ZF.TAILL+lll 
IF IARSFI1.-ITEMP21TE~P311-1.F-71 ~7,22,22 
C(JNTINIJE . 
IF CONVERGENCE IS TOO SLOW, TURN SENSE SWITCH 3 ON ANn START 
AGAIN Wl~H NEW TABULATION 
IF !SENSE SWITCH 31 3bo23-



c 

G 

r 

c 

**** !EN~ LISTING) 
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23 CUNT I NUE 
T EMP3 = TEMP2 
CALL ~QZ CTIME,EMM,NN,TEMPZ, Y,~R,QU,ZZ,SSI 

PRINT 119, II,TEHP2,RR,QQ,ZZ,SS . 
119 FORMAT (1H ,10X,!3,4X,F10.7,4(4X,~12.511· 

IF !ZZoZETA!LL) I 19.19,21 
19 CONTINUE 

ZETA! LL+ll = ZZ 
X( LL+ll = TEHP2 
GO TO 37 

21 ZETA!LU = ZZ 
X(LL) = TEMP2 

37 CONTINUE 

87 CONTINUE 
X ( LL) = TEMP2 
X!LL+l) ., && 
ZETA!LLI = -1.1RR 
ZETA!LL+1) EXPF CQQ) 
PRINT 120 

120 FORMAT !1H , I 
PRINT 99 

99 FORMAT (1H1,5X,12HPROGRAM EFEX 
PRINT 10·1i TITLE 

101 t'UKMAI ilH ,,!lJA41 
PRINT 130, TEMP,FMAG,NATEN 

130 FO~MAT !1H ,11110X,6HTEMP =,F7.2,3H *Kr10X,13HMAGN. FIELD =or7.0,6 
1H GAUSS,15X,9HATTEN. = ,J2,3H DB II 
P~INT ios; SfA[~,· ENE3t ENE4 

105 FLJP.MI\T (1H ,1!110~,7HSCI\LE =,F5,!,!7H \1, t;nL)!:l~H!(lN;,F7,Q,[3H (fl 

1UNTS A~TER, F6.0, 5HTIHES II 
P~INT 106, ENE2, EHO 

106 FORMAT (111 t5Xt20HMEASUREMENT REPEATE0,~7.0o5HTIMES,15Xo4HMO =• 
1 F9.0IIl 
. P R. II'~ T ... i OY , Z E T A ( L L ) , Z ETA ( L L + 1 I , X I L L I , X ( L L + 1 I 

109 rURMAT (1H 0 4HTl =rF10.3,10X,6HBETA =,F7.4,10Xr4HMO =oF8.5,10X,16H 
1STD. DEVIATION= ,E11.4 I 

PRJ NT 107 
107 FORHAT!1H ,II4X,4HTIME,4X,6HCOUNTS,5X,5HVULTS,7X,4HM(TI,14Xr 

1 7H1.-HIMO r5X,5HTH~O. I ) 

00 301 J=1,NN 
RESEXP = 1.-EMMCJ)/X(LLI 
RESTHE = ZETA!LL+1JoEXPF!-TIME!JIIZETA!LLII 
PRINT 20~, TIM!;(JI ,COUNT!JI,VOlT~( .11 .~r~M(JJ,H~&~~.I' ,K~~.TH~ 

zoo rOJHIAT 1111 ·,ru,1,r<J,o,rru,:;,1x,Iox,FH,5o4Xoro.~ 1 
'3tl'L LUNI I NU~ 

PRINT 120 
NN = NN+1 

DO 305 J=NN .. MM 
RESEXP = 1.-F.MM(J)/X(LL) 
RESTHE = ZETA!LL•IJuF.XP~!-TIM~(JI/7ETA!LLII 
PRINT 208, TIME!J),COUNT(.JI,VOLTS!JI,EMMtJI,RESF.XI',RtSTHE 

30.5 CON Tl NUE 
END 

'l 



CCCC SUBRilUTINE RF.OUC4 GIVF.S THE CORRECTED 1/ALUE OF THF. Si(;NAL. 2T INTFK-
CCCC POLATES LINEARLY THE LOGARITHM OF THE SIGNAL. 
CCCC TABLE Ylll IS CALIBRATION OF SYSTEM 

SUBROUTINE REDUC4 IYYY, XXX) 
DIMENSION Y(20l-

ecce YII l 
Yl ll 
y (2) 

y ( 3) 

ARE NUMBER OF COUNTS AFTER EN2 MEASUREMENS 
4400. 
38b0. 
3411. 

. y (4) 
-· l< s·l 
. y (b) 

y (.7) 

y (8) 

y ( 9) 

y (10) 
y ( i.1.l 

·y (12) 

y ( 13) 
y (14) 

y ( 15) 
y (l bl 
YIPl 
y ( 18) 

3028. 
2b90 • 
2409 •. 
2138. 
i 881. 

; 1b59. 
1445. 
i2b0. 
1105. 
975. 
llbO. 
7b0. 
bb4. 
580. 
5.05. 

Yll9l 4]!!. 
Yl20l .375. 
EN2 = 100. 

ecce 

ecce 

FOR· CALIBRATION, A 100KHZ ·siGNAL GIVES EN3 COUNTS HTER EN4 TIMES 
EN 3- ,; 998!!-4. . 

SCALE IS 10 V 
.EN4. =· 1000. 

c 

c 

c 

fF ~ lO.~tN4/(EN~•ENJl 

DO b9 J = 1,20 
··--vTJ-l --=---FF-~Y-1 J1-
~-'L~_QNJJ "!l!E ________ _ 

VV = LOGF __ ( YYY l 

.. ____ Q.Q__J_Q_.L;:_ l.L_;LQ ___ --·-·- ···--
IF (YYY-Y(Ill 70,71,71 

7Q .CO~TINUf. 

l_ ':'. ?O 
71 PI = 1-1 

. VI = LOGF (Yilll ------ ---·vrM-;. -CoGTIYI f~m-· 

HH.- !.f_NQ_ -~ l.H IN<; l 

U = IVIM•Pl- Vl•IPI-1.l- VVl* 0.05/(Vl-V!Ml 
XXX = Yl1l•EXPF 12.3025A5*0l 
R FT IIKN 
ENU 



**** lEND LISTING) 
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ecce 
ecce 

SU~RbUTi~~ RQZ CALCULATES PAKAMETERS, RK @ 1/T1, QQ 
IN A LFAST SQUARES FIT( FOR A GIVEN VALUE OF MD 
SUBROUTINE ROZ IT;EM,N,EMO,Y,~,Q,Z,Sl 

c 

c 

DIMF.NSION Tl20),· EMIZ·Ol, Yl20l 
s·M·YT = ·o: · · · · -· · · 
SMY = 0. 
SM T = 0. 
SMTSQ = O. 
SMYM = O. 
5MTM ~ O. 

·-SMM ;,; () •. . 
SMY SQ = 0 • 
EN = N 

00 60 J =.r1oN 
A= 1.-EMIJ)/EMO 
vCJ ;-o. -A·tr~n- A.,· 
Y(J) = LOGP (YIJ)) 
SMYT = SMYT + ITIJ)oY(J)) 
SMY = SMY + Y(J) 
SMT = SMT + TIJ) 
SMTSO = SMTSO + TiJioTiJi 

···-s·;.:rv-:c;r.r-.;··sMV~-o -+ vf~l 1 .. v;. ,, 
SMYM .. = SMYM + Y(J)/A 
SMT~ = SMTM + TIJi/A 
SMM = SMM + 1./A . 

60 CDNT I NUE 

·-·-"A;;-E'N*sMl's·o- .:. .. si-ir:.. sMi 
R = IENoSMYT-SMYoSMT)/A 
Q ,; .. ISMY-•S-MTSQ-SMToSMYTl/A 
l = 5MYM - RoSMTM - Qo§MM 

.. A·= SM~SQ- ~oSMYT - OoSMY 
$ • ~WI! II J.AJ .. PU.: --· -------- --R'ffuiiN···- . 

. . . END 

LOGE I 
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CCCC PROG~~~-~~ CALCULATES THE AVERAGE OF l/R**3 BY NUMERICAL 
CCCC INTEGRATION. WAVE FUNCTIONS TAKEN FROM HEKMAN A~O SKILLMAN'S TABLES: 

DIMENSION TlTLf(~Oi. 
DIMENSION Pill), Xllll -··. ... . PRiNT 99~-- . -- - - . -----. .. 

·9Y FORMAT llHl, 88HCALCULATON OF THI:' AVERAGE, 1111K**311, BY NIJM 0 RIC 
lAL iNTEGRATION, USING SIMPSON RULE, I 

PRJ NT 98 
.98 FORMAT_ 11~-.~~~~0R AN ORB[TAL TAKEN FROM HERMAN ANb SKILLMAN'S TAMLES 

1 L ES II I 
~c"CC ii""EAD. ON·E·tAifo WITH ALPH/INUMER.IC DATA IHEADINGl 

READ 100, TITLE 
100 FORMAT 120A41 

PRINT 101, TITLE 
101 FORMAT llH ·,20A4. l/11 

AREAl = O. 
--AR EA-z·;-o·.--··. ··-

ecce Z = NZ = ATOMIC NUMBER 
READ 22,NZ 

2 2 F UK MAT I I 3 I 
Z = NZ 

ecce ·cc:cc 
ecce 
C· 

PI! l IS THI:' VALUE FROM THE WAVE FUNCTION TA~LE FOR POINT XII II 
.THEY-AifE-i>:EAU-lNGROU-PS ·oF it";· THE FIRST PINT IN A GKOUP fs TH~ 
REPE_TITION OF THE LAST POINT OF THF. PREVIOUS GROUP. 

DO 1 K=l,20 
.R~AD-z; xlii,·D~Lx 

2 FORMAT ( 2Fl0.0) 
CCCt A-BU\NK"CAR[f--fS:usE-0 -fO-S'rOP READING DATA CARDS. 

c 

c· 

IF IDELXI 7,B,7 
7 CONTINUE -

READ 13, P 
13 FOKMAT 111Fl.41··· 

DO 12 I =2, 11 
T = 1-1 -xTf)-·,; xi1T·+·r;.-oE-l:i( .. 

12 CONTINUE 

-· .L~LJ-L-~--- -·--- ---·----
3 FORMAT 11H ,111Fb.2,4X)) 

PRINT 4, P 
4 ~6RMAT ·11~, 1X, ll(F7.4,3X)) 

c 

c 
{CCC SUBR.OUTI·N·E· SUPER. INTEGRATES BY SIMPSON'S KULE 

CALL S~!'.ERJAR,P,DELXl .. 
c 

c 

AREAl = AKEAl + AR _o_o_b--J-;1 ;-il"---·-·--·- ---- --
PI J 1 . . :7' ... 1! I J) /.I. XI ,J l <>XI )_l.•X I J l l 

I> CONTINUE 

CALL SU~ER fAR,P,OELXl 
AREA2 = AREA2 + AR 

-P:iiTi·.ii"9;-·A"Rea"T;-A"RE-il·2· -- ·----

9 FORMAT. llH ,10X,l7HSUM (P**2*0ELX) ,El2•5,10X,22HSUM IP**2*DELX 
l/X ~~ :3 ,--;; .. ·; E.li. 5 /) 

,, I. 
I. 
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CONTI NlJE 
c 

B CONTINUE 
XMU = .·!!B534138oi Zu!-1.13. I I 
PRiNT "32" . - -- . 

32 FORMAT !1H , II I 
PRINT 30, XMlJ 

30 FORMAT !lH ,IOX,4HMU , El2.6 I 
CCCC AREAl CHECKS ~OR~ALIZATION OF THE 

ARt:Al = AREAloXMU 
CCCC AR{Ai "is MEA.SlJRED .. IN ·-AT!'lM it UN.ITS. 

AREA2 = AREA2/~XMUoXMUI 
CCCC AREA3 I~ MEASU~ED IN CM-3 

AREA3 = AREA2•1.E24/!.529173**3.1 
PRINT ~r, ARFA~, ARFAZ, AREA3 

I 
WAVEFUNCTION. 

~l PORI•IAT iln ,tu:., l'+~~UR"'ALiLAf!UI~t f'lo'>t1,1.tlli9AVt.KAI.>t. II!IK""'~I 
-·TI .·-r.?-;4,-Y5x,·"c"12:s~·511 CM-J·-1 

END . 

CCCC SUBROUTINE SIIPER INTEGRATf.S BY SIMPSON'S RULE 
SUBROUTINE SIJPF.R (A,V,DXI 

c 

c 

c 

DIMENSION VI 111 
EVEN = o. 
oiio = ·o:· 
1}0 ~' J•JdQ,;:? 
EVEN = EVEN+ Y!JI 

15 CUNT!NIJ.E 

OQ ll> .J=),9, 2. 
nnn = nnn + v 1 .11 

1& CUNT I NUE 

A=' !V!ll+4.oEVEN+2.oOOD+V(1lll*DX/3. 
RETURN 
ENU 
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Table I. Values of_ the coefficient A( lm
1

1 , 1m2 !, 1m
3 
I) in the integral: 

fy2 y2 • y2· dst = o . ·. + A (.I mll ' I m21 ' I m31 ) 
,ml ,m2 ,m3 . . ml ,m2 m3 . 

0 0 0 

1 l 0 

·. 2 2 0 

2 1 1 

1.~ 
7~tr 
1 r5 
14~i 
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Table II. Cable and Child 1 s results, 57. magnetic moments at 0°K of 

Ni-Pd alloys obtained by Bragg scattering and diffuse scattering of 

polarized neutrons. 

llNi JJPd 

at.% Pd· Bragg Diffus·e Bragg· Diffuoe 

25 0.84 ± 0.02 0.81· ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.11 0.00 ± 0.0'3 

50 0.94 ± o.o4 1.02 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.06 0.17 I· 0.01 

71 1.09 ± 0.08 1.13 ± 0.05 0.22 ± 0.06 0.20 ± 0.02 

92 1.06 ± 0.12 1.28 ± 0.05 0.14 ± 0.02. 0.07 ± 0.01 

I i . ' . ( 
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FIGURE·CAPTIONS 

Fig: l. Slater-Pauling diagram. Average magnetic moments per atom as· a 

function of the electron concentration, for transition metal 

binary alloys. Ji'rom Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics, 

3rd edition. 

Fig. 2. . Block diagram of the apparatus. 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the receiver. 

Fig. 4. Diagram of the connection of the sample coil. 

Fig. 5~ Diagram of the tuning operation. 

Fig. 6~ Simplified scheme of the boxcar integrator. 

Fig. 7. Simplified scheme of the digital integrator. 

Fig. 8. Pulse sequence for the transmitter and the avera~er. 

Fig. 9. Resonant frequency vs external magnetic field. 

61 . 20 
o ForNi in Ni sponge, according to Bancroft. (left scale) 

• for Pd106 in Ni-Pd, our measurements (right scale). 

Straight line is the theoretical response of single-domain 

spherical particles with a 2.3 kG demagnetizing field. 

Fig. · 10. · Non-exponential recovery of the magnetization due to incomplete 

· saturation. 

Fig. lL Spin-lattice relaxation in Ni metal~ Annealed sample. 

Fig. 12. Spin-lattice relaxation in different situations. Ni metal 

samples. 

(a) long comb, produces heating of the sample; 

(b) non-annealed sample;. 

(c.) same as in Fig. 11, but at different scale. 

I 
. I 
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Fig. 13. Density of st~tes·vs energy for the impurity levels. Spin up 

·and spin down. are separated. Nine different possibilities are 

·considered. 

Fig. 14.· Magnetic molll~nt iri Bohr magneton units around·a Pd atom in a 

dilute Ni-Pd alloY, 2 at.% ·concentration •. 
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Figure 4 
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• 
LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United :::>tates, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee ot contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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